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Palmen & Ors v The Retreat Manufactured Homes Village (Residential Parks) [2012] NSWCTTT 194 (16 May 2012)

CONSUMER, TRADER & TENANCY TRIBUNAL
Residential Parks Division
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That rent increase from 1 January 2012 is excessive
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ORDERS

	Under section 50 of the Consumer, Trader and Tenancy, Tribunal Act  2001, an order is made to correct an error appearing in the notice of order sent to the parties on 28 June 2011 regarding the application RP 10/55080 – Ian and Barbara Parsley. The rent payable is not to exceed the sum of $102.60 per week from 1 January 2011 for a period of 12 months.


	Application RP11/56156- Noel and Ann Porter is withdrawn.


	Pursuant to Section 58 of the Residential Parks Act 1998 the rent payable by those applicants on rent of $102.60 per week prior to 1 January 2012, is not to exceed the sum of $106.40 per week from 1 January 2012 for a period of 12 months.


	Pursuant to Section 58 of the Residential Parks Act 1998 the rent payable by those applicants on rent of $105.00 per week prior to 1 January 2012, is not to exceed the sum of $111.50 per week from 1 January 2012 for a period of 12 months.


	Any amount of rent which has been overpaid as a result of orders 1, 3, and 4 is to be credited to the applicants’ rent account.


	 By consent, on or before 3 May 2012 the park owner is to install covers to the mail boxes so as to prevent the ingress of water to such mail boxes in “normal’ or “usual” rain events. 



REASONS FOR DECISION

	The Tribunal received 103 applications which claimed that a proposed rent increase for sites at The Retreat Manufactured Homes Village (“The Retreat”) in Port Macquarie, were excessive. The applications were all listed for hearing at Port Macquarie on 3 February 2012.


	Pursuant to section 54 of the Consumer Trader and Tenancy Tribunal Act 2001 (the “CTTT Act”) the parties attempted to resolve the dispute in conciliation with the Deputy Registrar, Ms Drennan. The parties could not reach agreement and thus the hearing commenced before the present member.


	Leslie Wakeling of the Affiliated Residential Park Residents Association was granted leave to represent the applicants. Ms Wakeling was assisted in this process by Alan Wilkinson and Ron Barnaby. Leave was also given to Grant Burley, the owner of a residential park in the Port Macquarie area, to represent the respondent. The respondent was also represented by Trevor Webb, the director of Trevnor Pty Ltd, and Robyn Bate the park manager.


	The parties exchanged documents, upon which they sought to rely prior to commencing conciliation. The Tribunal was also provided with a copy of all documents. At the conclusion of the hearing, the parties were given the opportunity to submit any further evidence on which they sought to rely, within 10 days. 


	Although Ms Wakeling took advantage of the opportunity extended by the Tribunal to provide further evidence, she stated in her subsequent submission: “In conclusion on behalf of the applicants I object to the park owner being given the opportunity of supplying evidence that he did not supply on the day of the hearing the applicants did provide evidence why should the park owner ignore the rules and be given a second chance. To allow the park owner to now present his outgoings evidence would be procedurally unfair to the applicants”.

	The procedural direction made by the tribunal on 3 February 2012 is not an uncommon direction. It was made against the setting of the parties having provided each other and the Tribunal, with their numerous respective documents that day. Neither party during the day had had a significant opportunity to read and digest the other party’s evidence, as they had been continually involved in conciliation and then the hearing. The procedural direction invited both parties to submit further evidence, and it was not intended to prejudice one or other of the parties.


	In a separate letter to the Tribunal of 29 February 2012, Ms Wakeling expresses considerable concern over a statement by Mr Burley in his subsequent submission of 13 February 2012. Mr Burley states on page 7: 
“We would respectfully request that the full report be withheld by the tribunal, we have submitted it as supporting evidence but it seems unfair that the full body of the report by (Sic) furnished to all residents”. Ms Wakeling in her letter states; “The applicants would like to point out that this is procedurally unfair and cannot be used as outgoing evidence if the applicants have not had access to that information ... The applicants will consider making an application for a rehearing should any decision be made based on evidence that the park owner provided to the CTTT only”.

	It is my position that Ms Wakeling’s comments are misplaced, as the Tribunal is fully aware of the need to ensure procedural fairness to the parties, and in fact has a statutory obligation to do so by virtue of section 28 (2) of the CTTT Act. The Tribunal will not take into evidence any documents or submissions that have not been made available to another party. In the matter before the Tribunal, as the respondent does not want the contents of the letter referred to as appendix 2 made available to the applicants, no consideration will be given to the letter in the Tribunal’s determination of the matters currently before it.


	The applicants each occupy a site within “The Retreat” upon which is located their own relocatable home and which is occupied as their principal place of residence. The parties have each entered into a residential site agreement under the RP Act. Schedule 1 of the CTTT Act established that the Tribunal’s jurisdiction in respect of any matter arising under the RP Act, is to be exercised in the Tribunal’s Residential Parks Division. The present matters have proceeded in the Tribunal’s Residential Parks Division. Therefore the Tribunal has jurisdiction to hear and determine the applications.


	There are 193 sites in the park and 103 of those residents have made applications to the Tribunal seeking orders. The applications are generally of a pro forma type and each seeks the same orders. The orders sought are: 


	An order pursuant to section 55 of the RP Act that the rent increase notified in the notice dated 26 October 2011 is excessive.


	Orders pursuant to section 58 (1) and (2) declaring the proposed rent to be excessive and specifying an amount that the rent must not exceed for a period of 12 months from the date of the orders.


	An order under section 79 (a) relating to individual mail facilities provided at the residential park


	The notice of the increased rent payable under each residential site agreement was dated 26 October 2011. It provided for an increased rent in the sum of $116.40 pw. For those residents presently on a rent of $102.60 pw, this represents an increase of $13.80 pw. For the other residents presently paying a rent of $105.00 pw, it represents an increase of $11.40 pw.


	The notice required the increased rent to be payable from 1 January 2012. One hundred and two of the applications were lodged together and within the time allowed under section 55 of the RP Act. The other application, being RP11/56156 (Noel and Ann Porter) was lodged earlier than the other applications. None of the applicants have challenged the validity of the notice of increased rent.


	As noted above the third part of each application, except for RP 11/56156 – Noel and Ann Porter sought orders relating to the mail facilities provided at the park. The issue of concern to the residents is that during rain events the mail of some residents becomes sodden and unreadable. This issue was readily resolved in the hearing with the park owner agreeing to install covers to the mail boxes, so as to prevent water getting into the boxes in “normal” or “usual” rain events. The respondent undertook to install such covers within 3 months of the hearing, and a conciliation agreement was entered into by the parties. The agreement is reflected in the orders in this decision.


	Before I address the increased rent applications generally, I will comment on a few specific applications.


RP 11/56156 – Noel and Ann Porter 

	The applicants were initially present on the day of the hearing. However, they had left the hearing venue before the hearing actually commenced. I understand that the applicants’ present rent is $112.50 pw and that the increase rent to $116.40 pw represents an increase of $3.90. This increase is 3.47% which is less that the relevant C.P.I. (All Groups) for Sydney and therefore cannot be deemed excessive by virtue of section 58 (2A) of the RP Act.  Ms Wakeling readily acknowledged this situation and thus withdrew the application.


RP 11/59142 – Peter and Pauline Brown

	The application contains no details as to the orders sought, or the reasons for requesting such orders. The applicants were present at the hearing, and Ms Wakeling advised that their current rent is $105.00 pw and that they dispute the proposed increased rent of $116.40 pw. This is the same application as a number of applications before the Tribunal. The respondent raised no objection to the application. I will allow it to proceed.


RP 11/59147 – Des and Barbara Kenny

	The application is similar to RP 11/59142 in that it contains no details as to the orders sought, or the reasons for requesting the orders, however this application is not signed by Mr and Mrs Kenny. The applicants were not present at the hearing, however I sighted their authority to be represent by the Affiliated Residential Parks Residents Association. Ms Wakeling advised that Mr and Mrs Kenny’s current rent is $105.00 pw and that they also dispute the proposed increased rent of $116.40 pw. Again, this is the same application as a number of applications before me. The respondent raised no objection to the application and I will allow it to proceed.


RP 11/59253 – Ian and Barbara Parsley

	The applicants bought an application to the Tribunal last year. The applicants’ residential site agreement contains a clause that “Rent can be increased in January in any year by Sydney C.P.I.”. Member Moore addressed this clause in his decisions of 19 May 2011 and 23 June 2011, and concluded that “rent for these applications is not to exceed $102.60 for a period of 12 months from 1 January 2011”.  Unfortunately, when finalising all the orders, this application had been allocated on incorrect increased rent of $105.00 pw. This is an obvious error and under the provision of Section 50 of the CTTT Act, I will alter the order to show the correct rent of $102.60 pw from 1 January 2011 for a period of 12 months. I must say that I am surprised that this error had not been raised earlier by Mr and Mrs Parsley.


	There are a number of references in the evidence before the Tribunal, of an application which has a current rent of $109.00 pw. I understand that the rent of $109.00 per week was established by an order of the Tribunal in or around mid 2011. The application has not been identified in the documents presented to me, and I have no details of the order made by the Tribunal previously. Therefore, I am unable to determine whether the proposed increase is valid and whether it is excessive. The orders made by me are not to be taken to include this application.


	As referred to above Member Moore in his decisions of 19 May 2011 and 23 June 2011 addressed the clause in a number of the residential site agreements which provide for the rent to be increased annually by Sydney C.P.I or simply C.P.I.  Member Moore held the view that the clauses were not uncertain, and that the clauses, by the provisions of section 14 (1) of the RP Act continued to govern the rent increases for such agreements after the expiry of the fixed term. I have no reason to adopt a position, other than that reached by Member Moore, and in fact, no feasible alternative position has been put to me by the parties.


	Argument has however been raised by the parties as to which price index should be applied. The applicants generally refer to the All Groups CPI index for Sydney, which for the period of the September quarter 2010 – September quarter 2011 is 3.7 %. However in her submission, Ms Wakeling states:


 “Many components of the C.P.I increase does not apply to the applicants, increases in alcohol and tobacco, clothing and footwear , furnishing and household equipment, recreation and culture ,and education do not add costs to the park owner to run his park. If you deduct those from the 3.7% CPI you would get an increase of 1.8% which should be what the increase is. Why should a resident be responsible for increases in components that are not applicable ? Only increases in the relevant sections should apply.” 

I am not convinced by the applicants' argument. It is my position that the legislation does not contemplate the Tribunal trying to dissect a general price index in an attempt to identify those allegedly more relevant components of such index. 

	The respondent argues that the CPI, All groups, for Sydney, should not be automatically adopted. Mr Burley contends that there is ambiguity in section 57(d) of the RP Act, and that the more appropriate index to consider is the "Housing cost CPI index ". Although section 57(d) does not specify, "the Consumer Price index (All groups) for Sydney," as section 58(2A) of the RP Act does, it does state: "a general price index (such as the Consumer Price Index)." The section invites the Tribunal to have regard to a general price index. It does not, in my opinion, contemplate the Tribunal, considering a specialised index.


	It is my position therefore, that for those 42 applicants with the relevant CPI clause in their residential site agreement, and who are currently paying rent of $102.60 pw, the rent is not to exceed $106.40 being an increase of 3.7 % for a period of 12 months from 1 January 2012.


	In Member Moore's decisions he addressed residential site agreements which contained a clause stating: “rents can be increased on 1st January of any year by CPI or current market rents." Member Moore concluded that in regards to these applications, the park owner was entitled to seek a rent increase above the CPI. I come to the same position as Member Moore, however in a different way. The clause seeks to provide two methods for calculating the amount of any increase of rent payable by the residents, and section (53)7 of the RP Act states that the method resulting in the lowest increase is to be applied. I do not hold the view that this position or arrangement ceases at the end of the fixed term, as it would be inconsistent with the provision of section 14(1) of the RP Act. However, I believe the clause to be uncertain. The alleged second method by which the rent can be increased, being "or current market rents" is not a method. It does not allow a resident to know the likely amount of the increase to be encountered. It provides no means by which the extent of any particular increase can be ascertained before the notice is issued. As the alleged second method of increasing the rent, cannot be deemed to be a method, then in my view, the entire clause becomes uncertain.


	I have concern with a statement by the respondent in his subsequent evidence, where it states; "the Member made the point that excessive rent could also be considered in two perspectives; a. the actual increase itself and b. The final position the rent reached, that is the actual level of rent rather than the increase applied." I do not accept this to be an accurate representation of the comments I made at the hearing. In fact I stated that the issue before the Tribunal to be determined was whether the rent increase is excessive (section 55 RP Act), as compared to whether the rent is excessive (section 56 RP Act). All the applications are brought under section 55, thus the Tribunal is to determine whether the rent increase is excessive. 


	There was discussion before the Tribunal as to what "excessive" means. When asked by the respondent, Ms Wakeling for the applicants replied that from her position a rent increase is excessive if it exceeds the C.P.I. (All Groups) for Sydney. She made reference to the provisions of Section 58 (2A) of the RP Act. For it's part, the respondent disagreed with Ms Wakeling and referred to Section 58 (2A) as a "trigger point', but contended that the mere fact that a rent increase exceeded the relevant CPI, did not make the rent increase excessive, Mr Burley suggested that for the rent increase to be excessive, it had to be, beyond normal / beyond reasonable.


	Generally, I agree with the position proposed by the respondent. The fact that a rent increase exceeds the relevant C.P.I. does not alone make the rent increase excessive. Section 58(2A) of the RP Act establishes that a rent increase that does not exceed the relevant C.P.I may not be determined to be excessive (unless there is a reduction or withdrawal of goods, services or facilities). The section does not state that a rent increase is excessive if it exceeds the relevant CPI. To my mind, a rent increase can only be determined to be excessive, if the increase exceeds the relevant CPI, and after due consideration of the factors referred to in section 57 of the RP Act.


	The RP Act by virtue of section 57, sets out the factors to which the Tribunal may have regard in determining whether a rent increase payable under a residential tenancy agreement is excessive. The parties presented considerable evidence on the matters, and consideration has been given to such evidence in my determination.


General market level of rents for comparable premises (section 57a)

	The applicants submit Dahlsford Grove Lifestyle Village, and Newport Village, both at Port Macquarie, as comparable to The Retreat.


	The park owner initially provides a table comparing Dahlsford Grove Lifestyle Village, Newport Village, and Riverside Residential Village to The Retreat. All these residential parks are in Port Macquarie.


	On a previous occasion I inspected Newport Village in the company of representatives of the park owner and the residents. In his earlier decisions, Member Moore states that he had inspected The Retreat in the company of representatives of the residents and the park owner.


	Member Moore conducted extensive analysis of the various residential parks relied on by the parties. The relevant observations of Member Moore were that:


	Both Dahlsford Grove and Newport Village cater exclusively to permanent residents and are in a comparable location to The Retreat.


	Although Newport Village is adjacent to The Retreat, it is still being developed and at the time it had a range of facilities inferior to Dahlsford Grove.


	He found Dahlsford Grove to be the residential park comparable to The Retreat, but offering a range of facilities and services superior to The Retreat.


	My own inspection of Newport Village confirmed that the park was still being developed. Although Riverside Residential Village was one of the parks put before Member Moore, it was not further addressed in his analysis. The evidence available to me suggests that Riverside is generally comparable to The Retreat, in that it is located in Port Macquarie and has no tourist sites. Ms Wakeling contends that as it is located on a tidal creek, it is not in a similar location.


	In it’s subsequent submission the respondent poses that Edgewater Village and Lighthouse Beach Holiday Village, both in Port Macquarie, be considered as comparable parks. The respondent provides no details of either of these parks, and the applicants argue that they are not comparable to The Retreat as they have tourist sections. Member Moore disregarded both of these residential parks, stating that as these parks have a mix of tourist and permanent sites, this distinguishes them from a residential park catering solely for permanent residents.


	In support of it’s comment that; “not only is the rent (at The Retreat) not excessive when compared to parks in Port Macquarie but also similar parks on the coastal fringe of NSW, it is clear that Port Macquarie has ‘lagged’ behind other such comparable parks,” the respondent tendered a list of some nine other residential parks from Morisset to Ballina. Other than details of alleged rents payable in these parks, the respondent provided little information on the parks themselves. I disregard these residential parks in my determinations of matters before me.


	Mr Burley invites me to consider the timing of the rent increases as an issue. He asks that I recognise that the comparable parks will have rent increases in the not too distant future. I hold the view that I have to determine whether the rent increases are excessive at the time they are to apply. Any possible future rent increases are speculative, and  will not be considered in my determination. 


	From all the information available to the Tribunal, the comparable residential parks and the rents paid within those parks, which I will give consideration to are:


The Retreat			$102.60    to   $119.00
Riverside			$116.00
Newport Village		$107.85    to   $120.50
Dahlsford			$102.00    to   $118.00

Value of the Residential Premises (section 57(b))

	No arguments are put by the parties on this factor.


Frequency and amount of past Increases (section 57(c))

	I am satisfied on the evidence that prior to the rent increases to take effect from 1 January 2011, the park owner had increased the rent usually in January each year and generally in line with the CPI over the preceding 12 months.


A General Price Index (section 57 (d))

This factor has been discussed at length earlier in this decision. For the reasons expressed earlier I adopt the figure of 3.7%.

The Conduct of the parties (section 57(e))

Ms Wakeling, for the applicants, raises concerns as to the conduct of the park owner, Mr Smith, who is a director of Papuka Holdings Pty Ltd, since the similar dispute was determined by the Tribunal in 2011. Ms Wakeling suggests that Mr Smith’s conduct included attempts to blame her and her affiliation for the varying rent levels in the residential park. Ms Wakeling also expresses concerns that the park owner is considerably in arrears with the payment of water rates to the Port Macquarie Hastings Council.

	Although not responding to the specific points raised by Ms Wakeling, the park owner refers to attempts made before the applications were lodged, to try and negotiate a compromise with the residents. The respondent concludes that there is room to improve the relations between the park owner and the residents.

	The submissions put by the parties under this factor, are not relevant in my determination of the dispute.


Amount of any Outgoings (section 57(f))

	In accordance with the comments I made earlier on the respondent’s submission of financial statements and its request that such evidence be withheld from the applicant, I will only consider the limited details of outgoings initially provided to the Tribunal and the applicants. 

	The park owner has provided an uncorroborated list of a number of

expenses. Some of, but not all of, these expenses have increased in the 2011 year. An analysis of the figures shows that the nominated bold percentages are not an accurate reflection of the alleged increases in the 2011 year. For example, electricity nominates a rise of 19.5 %, the figures given are 2009 $8897 – 2010 $9997 – 2011 $10650, which actually is an increase of 6.53% for 2011. Council rates are said to have risen 28%, the figures given are 2009 $9583 – 2010 $11953 – 2011 $12255, this calculates to an increase of 2.8 % for 2011.

	The information given is; unsupported by further documentation, inaccurate, and clearly incomplete as to a record of the amount of the respondents’ outgoings. Little if any weight can be given to this evidence. 


Section 57(g) (h) (i) (j)

	Both parties have submitted limited evidence under these headings. There is little relevant evidence on these factors which would influence the issue to be determined, being, whether the notified rent increase is excessive.


Any other Relevant Matter (section 57 (k)) 

Nothing is put to the Tribunal on this factor by the park owner.

	The applicants have sought to submit a considerable amount of information under this heading. Some of this evidence is a restatement of evidence put earlier by the applicants. However, much of the submission comments on the alleged condition of the park, the conditions in the park over a number of years, an alleged failing of the park owner to carry out repairs and improvements to The Retreat.

	The park owner in general evidence conceded that some improvements could be made to the park. However it contended that the park was in an excellent state of repair, and submitted a valuation report by Robertson and Robertson Consulting Valuers dated 19 October 2010, to support its position.


Conclusions

	As stated above, the RP Act sets out a number of factors which the Tribunal may have regard to in determining whether a proposed rent increase is excessive. The factors laid out in section 57, are all factors which the Tribunal may take into consideration. The factors are not ranked, and none of the factors is declared to be predominant.


	The role of the Tribunal is to take into account the evidence presented by the parties in relation to the factors set out in section 57, and to decide on balance, whether the rent increase is excessive. As noted above, what is under consideration is not the rent itself, but the increase in the rent.


	The onus is on the applicants, to prove on the balance of probabilities, that the rent increase is excessive. Both of the parties have provided evidence on most of the factors set out in section 57, and consideration has been given to all the relevant evidence.


	On distilling all the evidence presented, the more relevant factors appear to me to be:


The comparable residential parks and their rents payable per week are:

The Retreat    $102.60 to $119.00
Riverside        $116.00
Newport	 $107.85 to $120.50
Dahlsford	 $102.00 to $118.00

The relevant CPI increase is 3.7%

	The evidence provided by the park owner of the amount of outgoings is poor, and of little assistance to the Tribunal. However it is reasonable to conclude that the respondent has encountered some increase in it’s expenses.


	The proposed rent increase from $105.00 pw to $116.40pw, is an increase of $11.40, being a percentage increase of 10.86%


	After having regard to all the evidence, I am satisfied that the rent increase exceeds the CPI  (All Groups) for Sydney, and is beyond the normal, or beyond the usual, as regards a rent increase in the circumstances. I declare that the rent increase is excessive for those applicants whose rent was $105.00 pw.


	I therefore order that the rent payable per week by the applicants whose rent was $105.00 pw is not to exceed $111.50 pw from 1 January 2012 for a period of 12 months




M Gilson
Member 
Consumer, Trader & Tenancy Tribunal

16 May 2012

SCHEDULE OF APPLICANTS

File No
Applicant Name
Site No.
11/59128
Arnold & Gerarda Palmen (Master File)
48
11/59130
William & Aileen Neumann
174
11/59136
Fay & Harry Neuer
180
11/59138
Gordon & Janice Warry
157
11/59142
Peter & Pauline Brown
151
11/59145
James & Carol Neill
171
11/59146
Alec & Doreen Agnes Morris
162
11/59147
Des & Barbara Kenny
175
11/59148
Arthur Moran
118
11/59150
Joyce McIntyre
144
11/59153
Harry W McCann
32
11/59155
Loris Muir
7
11/59156
Mary Martin
140
11/59158
John Blacklock
12
11/59159
June Maher
94
11/59161
Allan Donald Lough
67
11/59162
Leone Fay Wright
39
11/59165
Patricia Dawn Leary
192
11/59166
John Maxwell & Pamela Alice Kerr
158
11/59167
Jeanette Patricia Warnock
179
11/59169
James & Patricia Johnson
142
11/59171
Peter Leo & Sophie Hollis
190
11/59174
Dorothea M Grills
75
11/59176
Fannie Edith Nadya Gifford
153
11/59177
Ernest G Geering
123
11/59179
Lynette Del Moro
133
11/59183
Helena Cunningham
173
11/59185
Leslie Charles & Phyllis May Cox
194
11/59186
Jean Heather Cooper
115
11/59189
George & Barbara Collins
167
11/59190
Bruce & Shirley Chapman
137
11/59192
David Butterfield
189
11/59193
Nita Bailey
135
11/59196
Jean Amey
132
11/59199
Lorna J Allen
172
11/59201
Dennis & Leslene Saunders
109
11/59203
Francis Joseph Rodgers
146
11/59204
Diane Ryan
15
11/59205
Keith & Joan Rowe
74
11/59206
Winsome Dawn Redden
129
11/59207
Doreen J & Francis J Prussing
30
11/59208
Jean Peters
2
11/59210
Eric & Pam Partridge
6
11/59216
Elaine Mullins
84
11/59219
Barry & Gide Mulder
195
11/59221
Ronald Charles Muchmore
107
11/59222
Betty Patricia Miller
125
11/59228
Lynette Middleton
166
11/59239
Kathleen W F Campbell
126
11/59241
Lynda Joy Wines
160
11/59244
Winifred & Norman B Sheard
152
11/59245
Annie Meys
45
11/59247
John & Isabel Russell
101
11/59248
Ian & Lyn Mackay
34
11/59249
Sophia Anne Parsons
47
11/59251 
Susanne Joyce Kiel
27
11/59253
Ian M & Barbara O Parsley
99
11/59255
William & Rea Anne Nicholson
90
11/59256
Valerie A Keyese
49
11/59257
David John Lomas
150
11/59259
Colin John Imer
3
11/59260
Nickolay & Kim Jackson
8
11/59261
Brian Reville Ibbotson
96
11/59263
Geoffrey L & Gwenda J Hardy
31
11/59264
Robyn A Howarth
97
11/59265
Lynette Daphne Grovener
143
11/59266
Grace Denholm
103
11/59269
Eva Maud Hill
62
11/59271
Margaret Clark
145
11/59272
Pamela Albury Halpin
60
11/59273
Norman & Nance Bodenham
86
11/59277
Richard Herbert Bancroft
17
11/59279
Donald P McPherson
73
11/59285
Norma Marlene Scaysbrook
51
11/59287
Isabella Fraser
1
11/59290
Margaret B Richardson
71
11/59294
Barry Hamilton Gain
85
11/59295
Malcolm & Pauline Garrington
181
11/59296
Ruth & Dean Buttsworth
77
11/59298
Vivienne Edwards
134
11/59300
Gregory R & Marie P Earinshaw
165
11/59303
Col & Pauline Curnoe
161
11/59305
Kenneth & Pauline S Crossley
119
11/59307
Joan Cook
105
11/59309
Joyce Clayton
76
11/59317
George E & Joyce Clarke
121
11/59319
William & Carole Anne Butler
64
11/59324
Lorraine & William Buckley
20
11/59328
Jennifer Brownlee
4
11/59329
Paul & Jacqueline Bonk
14
11/59334
Ronald W & Caryl Barnaby
98
11/59337
Dalma & Bill Banks
159
11/59341
Ruth Allen
102
11/59343
Brenda & Rod Worthing
191
11/59344
Darrel & Christine Woolnough
178
11/59346
Raymond & Pamela Woodland
154
11/59354
Lorna Marie Wilder
113
11/59357
Beverley Vigurs
136
11/59358
Graham & Annette Tollis
120
11/59360
Sidney & Margaret Thomas
139
11/59367
Dorothy Styles
138
11/59370
Herta & Ralph Rashleigh-Berry
141



